I, Jeffrey Lewis, as subject of this ROI, am exercising my right to release these 94-pages for public review. I am hoping that by doing this, key FAA officials will become able to
recognize the errors within this ROI, as well as the mishandling of my case and the need to reform. I certify the truthfulness of my ROI sworn testimony as provided at Exhibit
I I, and the memo I authored at Exhibit 12. Please note, all other allegations against me were never substantiated, and most are strongly contradicted elsewhere in the ROI.
My one misconduct, which I immediately admitted to, was to carelessly quote a song lyric with the n-word. Twenty-one months later, I was fired. for this one misconduct.
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INVESTIGATIVE
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RECORD REVIEW

I

PLEASE READ ANO SIGN BELOW
This file contains information
from an Ofildal Investigative Record System and is subject
\0 provisions of the Pnv<lcy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a, PL 93-579) I: IS the property of
the Originator and is loaned to you for olficial purposes only.

•

This material must be safeguarded from unauthorized disclosure It sr,ould nol be lett
unattended nor discussed with unauthorized
persons and must be retained inan approved

securily container when not in use.
This file or any portions thereof may not be t\lleas.ed to the subject of the Investlg<Hlon or
any individUClI indentilied therein, or their representatives, or reproduced without the consent
of the Originator. Those individual, who ~\/l~w thill materiel are requlre-(l to Ct:lmpl~te the
bottom portion ollhis form.
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_X_This report contains information which may support disciplinary action against an
employee. A copy is also being provided to A WP-16 so that they may advise you.
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_This report addresses issues of a medical nature which may adversely affect an
applicant/employee/ainuan
and is being provided to A WP-300 for evaluation and
possible action.
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_This report contains information which may renect adversely on an applicant or
employee's suitability and is being submitted to AWP-14 for adjudication. _We
have
serious concerns about the Subject's eligibility for appointment to a sensitive position.
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which you have requested.

accordance \\lith the provisions of Order 1600.38D, please provide AWP-75U with
notification of the action you have taken or plan to take based upon the findings
report. Please include fanus, correspondence, or other documentation of this
Your reply will become part of the investigative case file.
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Accountability Board Cases 20070097 and 2007009 allege LEWIS stated in the workplace "Us niggers can't
get any leave" on January 21, 2007. On February 16,2007 when LEWrS'S manager presented him a discipline
letter him in regards to this incident he became very agitated and began kicking his supervisor's door. It is
alleged that his fellow employees arc in fear of their safety.

See attached pages
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CITATIONS:
HRPM: ER 4.1 ParagraplJ 2, EMPLOYEE RESPOi\ISIBILITIES:
All employees are
responsible for conducting themselves in a manner, which will ensure that their activities
do not reflect discredit on the Federal Government and the FAA. Employees must
o bscrvc the follo\ving basic on-the-j 0 b rules:
c. Respond promptly to and fully comply with directions and instructions received
from their supervisor or other appropriate management officials.
d. Exercise courtesy and tact at all times in dealing with fellow \vorkers, supervisors,
contract personnel and the public. Support and assist in creating a productive and
hospitable work environment ..
h.

1.

Observe and abide by all laws, rules, regulations and other authoritative policies
and guidance, written and unwTitten. Employees will familiarize themselves with
the Standards of Conduct contained in this Human Resources Policy Manual
(HRPM), as well as, the Standards of Ethical Conduct for E;(ccutive Brandl
Emplovees,5 CFR Part 2635., transmitted by FAA FAA On;kr 3750.7, Ethical
Conduct und Financial Disclosure (Appendix 1 thru 5; AQQi~cD.~\i~\~~tanc!ardsof
Ethical Conduct) - [PDF Download Instructions}
Report kno\vn or suspected violations of Law, regulations or policy th.rough
appropriate channels and fully participate in inquiries. This includes reporting any
personal violation that has the possibility or appearance of i:mpacting on the
employee's position (e.g., an anest for an alcohol or drug-related driving
infraction by an employee in any safety or security-sensitive position).

HRPlYl: 4.1, Para 9 Giving Statements
a.

and/or Testimony:

It is the duty and requirement of every employee: to give, orally .311d/orin writing
as directed, to any supervisor or DOT official conducting an investigation, inquiry
or hearing in the interest of the agency, complete and truthful infomlation and
testimony pertaining to all matters in which queried.

b. All employees must give complete and truthful information in response to
requests received from Congress, the General Accounting Office, the Office of
the Inspector General, the Office of Personnel Management or other duly
authorized investigative bodies, regarding matters under their jurisdiction. It is
FAA pollcy to cooperate with such bodies in the public interest. Employees must
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notify their supervisor, or their second-level
first-line supervisor, of any such request.

supervisor if the :.nquiry concerns the

HRPM: 4.1 Para. 13. Workplace

Violence: Violent, threatening, harassing and/or
confrontational behaviors in any form are unacceptable and will not be tolerated.
Threatening behavior may include harassment in the form of intimidation, or any oml
and/or wri tten remarks or gestures that communicates a direct or indirect threat of
physical harm, or otherwise frightens, or causes an individual concern for their personal
safety. Such irresponsible and inappropriate behavior may include pushing, poking,
physically crowding, stalking, fist shaking, throwing objects regardless of the target of
the 0 bject being thrown, name calling, obscene language or gestures, or any other
intimidating or abusive action which creates a fearful environment and apprehension of
ham}, Employees, supervisors and managers are responsible for enforcing the highest
standards 0 f personal safety and we Ifare at the workplace. Consequently, em ployees must
immediately report threats of violence, violent incidents or other inappropriate behavior
to their supervisors. For additional information, refer to the Department of Transportation
Supervisor's Guide for Responding to Violence, Threats or Inappropriate Behaviors.
HROI Table of Disciplinary

Offences and Penalties

20. Intimidating, harassing, abusive, disorderly, disruptive or other inappropriate
bchavior; unbecoming conduct; engaging in dangerous horseplay.
21. Use of language or remarks which are insulting, abusive or obscene,

22. Making false, unfounded, disparaging, disrespectful,
to or about others.

or other inappropriate

statements

23. Providing/making false, misleading, untruthful statements, or concealment of material
fact or pertinent information in connection in connection with any official inquiry,
investigation, etc.
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(continued)

The Accountability Board Cases alleged that LEWIS used racial slurs toward African
Americans in the workplace. It was also alleged by Concord Tower management and
supervision that LEWIS was discourteous and threatening.
Jason Ralph, 0/1anager Concord Tower, and Patricia Hardy, Operations Supervisor, were
intervievv'ed as well as Air Traffic Control Specialists John Crabtree, Kenneth Moyer,
William Marks, James S'vvanson, and Kenneth Hougey, were interviewed as witnesses.
Mr. Ralph, Air Trat1ic Manager Concord Tower, stated that on January 29, 2007 Patricia
Hardy reported to him that William Marks had told her that LEWIS had made
inappropriate racial comments and racial mimicking. Mr. Ralph stated he began a
management inquiry into the allegations and determined that LEWIS made the statement
"us niggers can't get any leave" in the presence of other employees including an African
American employee.
Mr. Ralph stated on February 6,2007, LEWIS, was notified by Patricia Hardy, his
supervisor, of the Accountability Board report and investigation regarding his use of
racial slurs in the workplace. He said LEWIS returned to the office, lunged at Ms. Hardy
and attempted to bully her into returning the notification he had just signed. The
superv'isor called the cab for help out of fear of LEWIS'S behavior. Due to his
threatening behavior, the supervisor (female) requested to be removed from all single.
person evening shifts out of concern for her safety.
Mr. Ralph stated on February 16, 2007, he was made aware LEWIS was confronting
other employees to determine who had called the Administrators Hotline regarding his
conduct. Mr. Ralph stated he attempted to direct LEWIS not to interfere with the witness
or individual he believed was responsible for calling the hotline. He said LEWIS became
hostile and approached him in a threatening manner, waving his hands and pointing in
Mr. Ralph's face. Mr. Ralph ordered him to leave the building several times. After
leaving the building LEWIS returned after going to his car and Mr. Ralph ordered him to
leave again and LEWIS ignored him . .l'v'fr.Ralph stated he secured his office and notified
personnel in the cab and security. He stated that LEWIS attempted to gain entry to his,
Mr. Ralph's, oilice and left. He stated that local law enforcement was called and a sweep
of the building was made. LE\VIS was no longer on the premises and the locks were
changed on the building
Patricia Hardy, Operations Supervisor Concord Tower, stated that on January 21,2007,
John Crabtree came to her office and reported to her that LEWIS was racially mimicking
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the Air Traffie Manger Jason Ralph. Mr. C mbtree had reported to her that LE WIS was
talking in a manner to mimic MT. Ralph who is black.
Ms. Hardy stated on January 22, 2007, she was working in the cab and saw LEWIS and
Ken Moyer arguing over the way they were coordinating. She said she mentioned to
LEWIS that early in the day she had difficulty coordinating with him while he was on
ground control. Ms. Hardy said LEWIS became upset and told her she was siding with
Ken Moyer. She said that LEWIS then said that he was ill and vianted to take sick leave.
Ms. Hardy told LEWIS he could not have the leave sick just because he had an argument
with another employee. Ms. Hardy said LEWIS pushed the briefing button, to activate a
recorded line, and made a statement about not being allowed leave because he was sick.
She said in the past when LEVlIS has had disagreements with other employees he has
immediately taken sick leave. Ms. Hardy said later LEWIS received a call from Travis
approach and told them he would try to help them but that he had a migraine headache.
She also said while LE\VIS was on grmmd control he told a pilot that he would try to
assist him but he had a migraine.
Ms. Hardy stated on January 23, 2007 she and LEWIS discussed his inappropriate
comments to the pilot and to Travis approach. She said LEWIS wanted to argue that he
was sick but she reminded him that he became ill after he had an argument with another
employee. Before he left, she asked LEWIS ifhe had used racial slurs in the work area.
She said LEWIS asked if they had listening devices in the tower cab. She told him it
didn't matter and asked him again. LEWIS said he was referring to ajoke from the
previous day. She told LEWIS he could not use this type language at work and that they
would talk aboLit it later since he was leaving early that day.
Ms. Hardy stated that Bill Marks,
her that John Crabtree had spoken
He said that LEWIS would mimic
niggers can't get any leave". The
allegations.

the union rep, came to her later the same day and told
to him about the racial comments LEWIS had made.
Jason Ralph and that he made the statement "us
next day she started an inquiry reference the

Ms Hardy stated on February 6, 2007, she gave LEWIS a Letter ofWaming for the
comments he made to Travis approach and the pilot on the ground on January 22, 2007.
She said she also gave him a letter telling him he was under investigation for using racial
slurs. Ms. Hardy said LEWIS first acted like the notification was no big deal and signed
the notification. She said LEWIS left the office but returned a few minutes later very
angry demanding the notification back. She said LEWIS lunged at her and attempted to
intimidate her into giving the letter back. Ms. Hardy said she was fearful of her safety and
called the cab and had Bill Marks come to the office. She said Mr. Marks tried to calm
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LEWIS down but he remained agitated. Ms. Hardy said Mr. Marks tried to explain that
the notification was a procedure but LEWIS would not accept that.
Ms. Hardy said she was in the office on February 13,2007, and Mr. Ralph was talking on
the telephone to HR about LEWIS. She said LEWIS began pounding on the door and
ye !ling at Nlr. Ralph.
John Crabtree, ATCS Concord Tower, stated two to three weeks prior to January 21,
2007, when working with LEWIS he noticed LEWIS pronouncing words in a manner to
mock African Americans. A week prior to January 21, he noticed LEWIS was doing
thing more frequently and he felt it was wrong.
Mr. Crabtree said on January 20, 2007, he discussed my observationswith
Bill Marks.
When LEWIS came to work he started mocking African Americans speech and Bill
Marks told him to stop.
M1'. Crabtree said on January 21, 2007, LEWIS, James Swanson, who is African
American, and he were working in the cab. He said LEWIS made a statement similar to
"you keep holding us niggers down". He said James told LEWIS that he did not want to
hear any more of that type of talk. He said LEWIS tried to rationalize to James why he
would make that type of comment. Mr. Crabtree said LEWIS referenced a program that
had this vocabulary in it. Mr. Crabtree said James informed LEWIS that he hadn't seen
this program and that he should watch something else. Mr. Crabtree said James told
LE WIS he shouldn't use that word in the tower again, ever again. Mr. Crabtree said he
told Patricia Hardy, his supervisor what LEWIS had said and how it was responded to.
Kenneth Moyer, ATCS Concord Tower, stated that on the second day LEWIS was at
Concord Tov ..rer he wore inappropriate foot wear to work; he was wearing tennis shoes.
Jason Ralph, Air Traffic Manager, told LEWIS that he had to wear appropriate foot wear.
Mr. Moyer said each time after that incident when Mr. Ralph would bring up a
performance issue with him, LEWIS would relate the story he would mimic Mr. Ralph.
He said that LEWIS would "dumb himself down" by using words out of context and "he
would talk like a poor black man." Mr. Moyer said as time went on LEWIS became more
confldent, pushing the edge and believing he could get away with more.
Mr. Moyer stated that on one occasion LEWIS was coming up the stairs and said to him
"how are all you niggers doing?" James Swanson, an African American employee, was
present.

Interviewed/Reviewed on: 3/27/2007
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I'vIr.Moyer stated he was LEWIS' primary instmctor and that relationship was strained.
He said LEWIS would tell him, Mr. Moyer, he was not training him properly and
question Mr. Moyer's competency. Mr. ]\'loyer stated that LEWIS would get upset over
training issues and would tell all of us, the controllers, what we were doing wrong.
Mr. Moyer said Bill Marks had observed an aircraft on approach turning away. Mr.
Marks radioed the pilot and asked what the problem was and the pilot said he had a
landing gear problem and was returning to the airport he had departed from. Mr. Marks
acknowledged the pilot and another controller made the comment "gee Bill just tell them
to go somewhere else." He said LEWIS got upset and yelled at Bill and said "if that was
my dad and I was you I would kick my ass". He told LEWIS to leave the cab and he
poked him in the chest and told him \ve would discuss this later.
Mr. Moyer said that he and LEWIS were working together, Moyer local and LEWIS
working ground control. Mr. Moyer said he was trying to coordinate with LEWIS and
LEWIS would ignore him because he was not addressing LEWIS properly and he got
upset. He said Ms. Hardy told LEWIS he, Mr. Moyer, had been doing this a long time.
Mr. Moyer said LEWIS became very upset and wanted sick leave and Ms. Hardy denied
the leave telling him to work his position. Ms. Hardy told LEWIS he could take sick
leave at 3:45pm, tlfteen minutes prior to the end of his shift. Mr. Moyer said during the
remainder of the shift LEWIS received a call from Travis approach and acted like he was
impaired. He said LEWIS repeated the conversation 2 or 3 times while massaging his
head. Mr. Moyer said LEWIS then had an aircraft on the east ramp and told them he had
a migraine and could not see and I won't be relieved. He said LEWIS did not take leave
but went down stairs for 2 hours and came back and completed his shift.
William Marks, ATCS Concord Tower and NATCA rep, said on January 20, 2007, when
he came to \vork John Crabtree told him about Lewis mocking Jason Ralph or any black
person in a mean way. He said when LEWIS arrived at work LEWIS started talking in
Ebonies mimicking black people. Mr. Marks told LEWIS to change the subject and not
talk about it.
Mr. Marks said as the NATCA rep he received a call on January 21,2007, I received a
call from an employee telling him LEWIS had made the statement "keep holding us
niggers down." He said he was later told by Ken Moyer that LEWIS said "how are you
niggers doing."
Mr. Marks stated on January 23, 2007 Mr. Ralph and told him he was representing the
employees and they had an issue with LEWIS making inappropriate racial comments.
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Mr. Marks said on February 6, 2007, Ms. Hardy gave LEWIS a letter advising LEWIS 11e
was being investigated for the racial comments. He said LEWIS signed the letter and left.
Mr. Marks said a short time later he was in the cab and Ms. Hardy called him to come to
her office. He said LEWIS was yelling at Ms. Hardy and treating her in a threatening
manner. Mr. Marks said he tried to claim LEWIS down but he continued yelling. Mr.
Marks said he took LEWIS outside and tried to tell LEWIS ifhe continued acting like
this he would get in trouble. He said LEWIS' response was we are adults here I can say
what I want.
Mr. Marks said he was in a meeting with Jason Ralph and LEWIS when Mr. Ralph was
giving LEWIS a letter notifying LEWIS of an official investigation He said LEWIS
'"vanted to make comments on the letter but Mr. Ralph said no" Sign or give the letter
back". Mr. Marks said LEWIS took the letter and started to sign it. He said LEWIS let
the pen slip across the letter. He said LEWIS told Mr. Ralph in a loud voice "what are
you going to do now". Mr. Marks said Mr. Ralph told LEWIS to leave the building, He
said LEWIS started to poke is finger at tvfr. Ralph telling him he could not work for him.
He said Mr. Ralph told LEWIS not to poke his finger at him, he said LEWIS waved his
hand in front ofMI. Ralph's face. Mr. Marks said Mr. Ralph told LEWIS to leave the
building and not come back until the next day. He said he went up stairs to work traffic
and LE\VIS left the building and went to his car. He said LEWIS came back in the build
banging on something, He said he heard Mr. Ralph tell LEWIS to leave the building
again and LEWIS ran down stairs and drove off.
Mr. Marks said one day he was working local traffic when a pilot turned east, He said he
spoke with the pilot and the pilot told him he was leaving and would return later. He said
LEWIS "vas not happy with the way he handled the pilot and was going to report him to
management. He said LEWIS was disrupting the entire cab. He said Ken Moyer was the
CIC and told LEWIS to leave the cab. Mr. Marks said LEWIS went over to Mr. Moyer
and poked him inthe chest and told him he would talk to him later. Mr. Marks said he
went to Ms. Hardy and she said she had listened to the tape and he had done nothing
wrong.
Mr. Marks said since LEWIS came to Concord Tower he has created tension in the
workplace. He said LEWIS has had conflict with other employees and those training him.
He said LEWIS creates a hostile work environment when he is in the workplace.
James Swanson, ATCS Concord Tower and African American employee, said on a
Sunday morning in late January LEWIS came to work and John Crabtree told LEWIS
what position he was going to work. He said LEWIS made a statement like "trying to
hold us niggers down". Mr. Swanson told LEWIS not to ever make that statement again.
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He said LEWIS mentioned some song or something he had heard. Mr. Swanson told
LE WIS he was going on vacation and didn't want to hear about it. Mr. Swanson said he
did not recall LEWIS making any other racial comments.
Kenneth Hougey, ATCS Concord Tower, said he recalled the incident when Bill Marks
cleared an aircraft with a gear problem to leave the area. He said he made a comment to
Mr. lvlarks like "that's a new technique, next time I have an airplane with a problem I'll
just tell them to report c1ear." lvIr. Hougey said LEWIS jumped out of his chair and began
shouting at Mr. Marks about the way lv1r. Marks handled the situation. He said LEWIS
told Mr. Marks that his father was a pilot and if he talked to him like that he would kick
his ass. IVlr.Hougey said Mr. Marks told LEWIS that he didn't know the situation and to
calm down. He said LEWIS unplugged and continued yelling that he was going to follow
upon this and it was not the end of it. He said LE W IS then left for the day. Mr. Hougcy
said that he feels that LEWIS 'behavior was inappropriate and was an example of LEWIS
being unpredictable.
Mr. Hougey said that he had a conversation with LEWIS about his training and LEWIS
felt he was being hampered by his instructor. Mr. Hougey said he told LEWIS he should
approach training with a open mind and that everyone wanted him to be checked out.
Mr. Hougey said he was responsible with providing LEWIS with a training binder and
told LEWIS if corrections were needed to notify him. He said LEWIS was very critical of
the binder and wanted to edit it himself. Mr. Hougey said he told LEWIS his job was to
be checked out.
Mr. rlougey stated if LEWIS had a disagreement
to train that day.

with his instructor he would be unable

Mr. Hougey said LEWIS was given a test covering each position when he came to the
to'vver. He said after LEWIS read the test for a few minutes he jumped up and said he
couldn't take the test today. He said LEWIS went over each topic with his instructor and
took the test the next day. Mr. Hougey said the test was a relatively small matter and he
believed this was an over reaction. He said LEWIS took anything he perceived as a flaw
personal! y.
Mr. Hougey said he trained LEWIS in some of his sessions. He said LEWIS insisted in
rehashing what he thought were defects in the training program. He said he told LEWIS
he just needed to train and let him comment on how LEWIS did and how he could
lmprovc.
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During his interview LEWIS was asked about the incident with Nfr. Marks, the poking of
lvlr. Moyer in the chest and being ordered to leave the cab. He said that he felt Mr. Marks
mishandled the incident and told Mr. Marks his opinion. LEWIS said that Mr. Marks and
Mr. Moyer shouted at him and he did not believe he was told to leave the cab. He denied
poking Mr. Moyer in the chest. Lewis said when Ms. Hardy talked to him about the
incident he said it was out of character for him to do something like that and claimed that
lVlr.Moyer demonstrated to him that he has touched Mr. Moyer lightly with the back of
his finger tip.
LEWIS was asked ifhe had ever spoken in a manner to mimic someone who is African
American. He said that he had mimicked one African American James Swanson who
continually mimicked Mr. Ralph and Ken Moyer and ATCS who mumbled. LEWIS said
the mimicking of Mr. Ralph's management style and severe need to control
conversations.
LEWIS said he was never told this type of speech was inappropriate but that he thought it
was strange 2 other controllers were told to stop mimicking Ken Moyer. LEWTS said that
on January 22,2007 he was mimicked by the Operations Supervisor Ms. Hardy
LE\VIS was asked if he made a statement similar to "us niggers can't get any leave in the
workplace and he denied making this statement. He was also asked if he made a
statement similar to "they're trying to hold us niggers down". LEWIS said he did not
make this statement. He did say "as for similarity, the reference is to a lyric I quoted (and
explained) from a Randy Newman song called "Rednecks". The song is about oppression
and ignorant rednecks, given no respect by urban northerners, but finding solace in the
feeling they are "keeping the niggers down". The comment was made during a Sunday
morning discussion with John and James; it followed James' comments likening ATe
training to the "hazing" that goes on in fraternities. I said, roughly: "yeah, it's like the
lyric in Randy Newman's song, keeping the niggers down ... the CPe's have a chance to
assert their pecking order, so the step on the trainees."
LEWIS was asked ifhe was ever told this type of speech was inappropriate and told him
not to make that type of statement. He said no but for the record, the night before the
January 21,2007, incident James Swanson had set up his PC on the LC console with a
DVD called "Boondocks". LEWIS said he watched with Mr. Swanson for an hour or so
and heard the n-word used dozens of times in a couple animated episodes. He said he
never would have felt a reference to Randy Newman's lyric would be acceptable had he
not shared this DYD with Mr. Swanson.
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On JYlarch 25,2007, I called James Swanson at the Concord tower. I asked him if he had
becn watching a cartoon called "Boondocks" in the cab the evening prior to LEWIS
making the racial comment in the workplace. He said he was watching it on his break in
the break room, He described "Boondocks" as an adult cartoon on the cartoon network
and it did contain use of inappropriate racial comments. He said while he was watching it
LEWIS came into the break room. He said he left it on for a few minutes and then shut it
off due to its content.
LEWIS was asked if whi Ie working if he made a statement similar to "how are all you
niggers doing'?" He stated he did not and this allegation is unbelievable and how made-up
the allegations are.
LEWIS was asked
address you when
said he was denied
well doesn't mean
get upset."

if after having a disagreement with Ken Moyer over how he should
coordinating with you if he requested sick leave and have it denied, He
sick leave and was told by Ms. Hardy "just because you don't feel
you can have sick leave. We can't keep letting you go every time you

LEWIS was asked after having been denied sick leave ifhe told someone from Travis
Approach that he had a migraine headache. LEWIS stated yes, Travis called to coordinate
an arrival. I could not focus on the letters I was trying to right on a strip. I mentioned the
migraine so Travis would slow down and give me time to double-check my strip-marking
was correct.
LE W IS "Nas asked if after being denied sick leave while working ground control if he
told a pilot he had a migraine headache and that he was unable to see or take leave. He
said he told the pilot he had a migraine and he had difficulty seeing. LEWIS said he had
previously twice told Ms. Hardy he could not focus and might need to tell the next pilot
he had a migraine and was losing his vision; he said she twice ignored him. He said the
pilot call happened first, then the Travis coordination, at which point Ms. Hardy told him
to leave on sick leave.
LEWIS was asked if he got migraine headaches very often and he said no. LE WIS said
he started getting them when he arrived at Concord and he started having migraines 2 or
3 times a week. LEWIS said he has had them for many years but they usually occur
during stressful periods. He said he has never seen a doctor for the migraines, but has
mentioned them in routine physicals.
LEWIS was asked if Ms. Hardy had him sign a letter advising him that he were under
investigation for using racial slurs and ifhe left the tower. He said he left the tower and
ed on: 3/27/2007
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starteu to uri ve away but returned because of the inaccuracy of what hc felt hc was
compelled to sign for. He said Ms. Hardy would not allow him to annotate on the letter.
LEWIS was asked ifhe returned to the tower demanding the letter back and yelled at Ms.
I-Iardy. He said he demanded nothing but explained again his concern about "writing a
blank check" with his signature and asked to either have it returned so he could annotate,
or have it returned and to allow him to provide a statement after he returned from my
weekend, He said he did not yell at Ms. Hardy. He said he was concerned what the
investigation was about, all he knew it was about using the "n" word.
LEWIS was asked ifhe thought the "n" word was inappropriate
said "no."

in the work place and he

LEWIS was asked if Ms. Hardy called Bill Marks to the office to intervene and calm him
down. He said "You'd have to ask Patricia that question; to my knowledge she brought
him down on the basis of Weingarten."
Lewis was asked ifhe had a meeting with Jason Ralph and Bill Marks to advise him that
an outside investigation into the allegation of inappropriate racial remarks was going to
take place. He stated "Based on a phone conversation with Bill Marks the night before, 1
understood that we would meet with Jason and expected instructions for both 0 f us to go
to LivemlOre ATCT the next week for an investigative interview. When the 2/16/2007
morning meeting with Jason happened, however, Jason roughly read the first paragraph
of his memo about "interfering with an official investigation", He gave me a copy and I
pointed out it was false, that I had NOT been previously notified of a gag order. I asked
to annotate. After some discussion Jason eventually shouted "I order you do not annotate
on that memo!" If the purpose of the meeting was "to advise that an outside
investigation ... was taking place", I was never told this and it never came up that
moming."
LEWIS was asked if during the meeting he approached Mr. Ralph began shouting at him
and poke his finger toward Mr. Ralph's face. LEWIS stated "no, we were standing when
we were having this discussion and during this discussion I pointed out that he was
turning up the corners of his mouth, starting to smile. This was a very serious
conversation and I felt it was inappropriate, and wanted him to be aware of his mixed
signal. "
LEWIS was asked if Mr. Ralph told him to stop pointing his finger toward his face.
LEWIS stated "I believe absolutely not, especially as I did not "continue" to point."
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LEWIS \vas asked ifhe continued to shout at Mr. Ralph and shake his hand toward Mr.
Ralph's face. LEWIS stated "No, I made the comment about his turning up the corners of
his mouth and that was it. Done"
LEWIS was asked if after this meeting if Mr. Ralph told him to leave the building.
LEWIS stated 'No. I asked for sick leave, Jason granted it. I left the building. In a
telephone call a few hours later he told me that this day would be sick leave but that I was
being put on administrative leave afterward, with a new workweek until further advised."
LEWIS was asked if after leaving the building ifhe returned and knocked on Mr. Ralph's
door and start shouting at him. LEWIS stated "I did come back to get my cell phone and
watcr bottle. r ran up the stairs past Jason's office. He sounded alarmed when he yelled
(through his locked door) to not go upstairs. I replied I was just getting my cellphone and
kept going, quickly. I passed by his door on the way back down less than IS-seconds
later. I wanted out oftherc and felt like a caged animal, so I did not knock on Jason's
door, nor have any interest engaging him in another futile discussion. I did not make any
attempt to talk to Jason about our previous conversation."

/27/2007
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FACTS:

Accountability Board Cases 20070097 and 20070098 requesting an
investigation of inappropriate language and hostile work environment.
Exhibit (1)
Employee Identification
NAME:
LEWIS_ Jeffrey
SSN:
223-' (<BJ~717)
DOB:
05-0
'J$j"
CURRENT POSITION: ATCS, Concord, CA
EOD:
12-04-1986
GRADE:
KH
POS SEN: Moderate Risk
Exhibit (2)
S"vorn Statement of Jason Ralph taken on March 21, 2007
Exhibit (3)
Sworn Statement of Patricia Hardy taken on March 21,2007
Exhibit (4)
Sworn Statement of John Crabtree taken on March 21, 2007
Exhibit (5)
Sworn Statement of Kenneth Moyer taken on March 22, 2007
Exhibit (6)
Kenneth Moyer provided his training evaluations of Jeffrey Lewis and
Lewis' response to the evaluations
Exhibit (7)
Sworn Statement of William Marks taken on March 22, 2007
Exhibit (8)
Sworn Statement of James Swanson taken on March 22,2007
Exhibit (9)
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Sworn Statement of Kerweth Hougey taken on March 22,2007
Exhibi

t

(10)

Sworn Statement of Jeffrey Le\vis taken on March 23, 2007.
Exhibit (11)
Letter from Jeffrey Lewis to Patricia Hardy dated February 13, 2007,
regarding Accountability Board interview provided by Jeffrey Lewis.
Exhibit (12)
Agents Statement regarding NA TCA representation
Exhibit (13)
Memorandum of Record of Conversation dated November II, 2006,
regarding Lewis' behavior on November 15, 2006 and poking crc
Kenneth Moyer in the chest.
Exhibit (14)
Memorandum of Letter of Warning dated January 23, 2007 regarding
Lewis' inappropriate radio transmissions on January 22, 2007.
Exhibit (15)
Memorandum from Kenneth Moyer to Patricia Hardy dated January 24,
2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate racial comments.
Exhibit (16)
Memorandum from John Crabtree to Patricia Hardy dated January 24,
2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate racial comments.
Exhibit (17)
Memorandum from William Marks to "whom it may concern" dated
January 24,2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate racial comments.
Exhibit (18)
Memorandum from James Swanson to Patricia Hardy dated February 11,
2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate racial comments.
Exhibit (19)
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Memorandum of Record of Conversation dated February 13,2007 from
Patricia Hardy to Jeffrey Lewis regarding her attempt to interview Lewis
in regards to the allegations of racially derogatory remarks in the work
area.
Exhibit (20)
Memorandum regarding Interference
February 16,2007 from Jason Ralph
refrain from questioning, confronting,
discussing \vlth any facility employee
Lewis.

with an Official Investigation dated
to Jeffrey Lewis directing Lewis to
interrogating or otherwise
about the allegations against him,
Exhibit (21)

Memorandum regarding Statement on Jeffrey Lewis dated February 20,
2007, from Patricia Hardy to Jason Ralph regarding her giving Lewis a
Letter of Warning regarding inappropriate radio transmissions and giving
him a Notice to Respondent for allegations of his use of racially
derogatory language in the workplace. The memorandwn describes Lewis'
response and Ms. Hardy's need to call William Marks from the cab to
assist her.
Exhibit (22)
Notice to Respondent signed by Jeffrey Lewis and Patricia Hardy dated
February 6.2007.
Exhibit (23)
Record oflnterview

of James Swanson in regards to "Boondocks" cartoon
Exhibit (24)
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Exhibit

16

Memorandum from Kenneth Moyer to Patricia Hardy dated January 24,
2007 regarding Lc\vis' incippropriate racial comments.

Exhibit

17

Memorandum from John Crabtree to Patricia Hardy dated January 24,
2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate racial comments.

Exhibit 18

Memorandum from William Marks to "whom it may concern" dated
JC:U1uary24,2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate racial comments.

Exhibit

Memorandum from James Swanson to Patricia Hardy dated February 11,
2007 regarding Lewis' inappropriate raci.al comments.
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Exhibit 20

Memorandum of Record of Conversation dated February 13, 2007 from
Patricia Hardy to Jeffrey Lewis regarding her attempt to interview Lewis
in regards to the allegations of racially derogatory remarks in the work
area.

Exhibit 21

Memorandum regarding Interference
February 16,2007 from Jason Ralph
refrain from questioning, confronting,
discussing with any facility employee
Lewis.

Exhibit 22

Memorandum regarding Statement on Jeffrey Lewis dated February 20,
2007, from Patricia Hardy to Jason Ralph regarding her giving Lewis a
Letter of Warning regarding inappropriate radio transmissions and giving
him a Notice to Respondent for allegations of his use of racially
derogatory language in the workplace. The memorandum describes Lewis'
response ane! Ms. Hardys need to call William Marks from the cab to
assist her.

Exhibit 23

Notice to Respondent signed by Jeffrey Lewis and Patricia Hardy dated
February 6, 2007.

Exhibit 24

Record of Interview' of James Swanson in regards to "Boondocks"
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An anonymous caller contacted the Administrator's HQtline and :t'~rt.ed that an
"unnamed Caucasian air traffic l;QlltroJ]cr" constantly makes racial comments
concerning AfriC;:;IIl-Ammcans.
The calltr reported thaI the UIwamed employee
came into the control room and said, "Are you holding a n-gg-r QOWU". The
caller also reported that the unnamed employee made the staternent in the
presence of one African- American air traffic contr\)!Ier in the facility,
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William Marks, epe, reported to his supervisor, Pan~lGiillHardy that employees
allegedly heard Jeffrey Lewis, CPC, use the word "n-gg-r" on January 21,2007.
Mr. Marks al1ege:sthat Mr. Lewis was commenting on an issue relating to leave
by stating. "U s n--gg-ts can'l get any le~!lVe".
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Emplovee Identification

NAME:

LEWIS, Jeffrey

SSN:

22 i?BJIkID~$Ir..

DOB:

05-04-1959

CURRENT

POSITION:

EOD:

12-04-1986

GRADE:

KH

ATCS, Concord, C/\

POS SEN: Moderate Risk
CLEARANCE:

None
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March 21, 2007
ATCT, Concord, CA.

I, Jason Ralph, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent of the Federal Aviation
Administration.
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this statement with full
knowledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding.
I am employed as the Air Traffic Manager at ATCT Concord, CA. I have been advised
that the F Ai\. is conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostile
work environment.
I have asked Special Agent Austin to prepare this statement for me.
~r.

Lewis came to Concord Tower on October 15, 2006 after six years at Oakland
Center as a developmental, which resulted in a training failure. He was offered a position
at Twin Falls ATCT and declined because he felt he was entitled to a higher salary and
better proximity to his family. The offer was redone to reflect a higher salary and
assignment to Concord.
Since his arrival at Concord last fall, Mr. Lewis has been a very difficult employee to
supervise. He is constantly argumentative, confrontational, and intimidating to both peers
and supervisors. He frequently has arguments with the CIC, disagreements with his
instructors and CPC's, resulting in his request for sick leave, which adversely affects our
staffing coverage for the shift.
On November 15,2006, as Mr. Lewis was leaving the tower cab, following an argument
with the CIC, he waved his finger in the CIO's face and poked him in the chest saying he
would talk to him later. As a result, he was counseled by the supervisor regarding his
inappropriate conduct. In addition, I have terminated several meetings and ordered him
out of the office due to his escalating hostility and insubordination.
On January 23, 2006, Mr. Lewis was issued a Letter of Warning for transmitting to
Travis Approach and a pilot requesting service that he was incapacitated and may not be
able to perform his duties due to a migraine headache. His actions were once again the
result of an argument with the CIC and subsequent request and denial of leave.
On January 29, 2007, Patricia Hardy reported to me that William Marks told her that Mr.
~
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SECURITY AND HAZARDOUS IvLJ\TERIALS DIVISION
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Lewis had made inappropr~~te racial comments and racial mimicking, 1 began a
management inquiry into these allegations. Mr. Lewis allegedly made the statement "Us
niggers can't get any leave" in the presence of other employees including an African
American employee.
On February 6, 2007, following notification by Patricia Hardy, his supervisor, of the
Accountability Board report and investigation regarding his use of racial slurs in the
vvorkplace, he returned to the office, lunged at Ms, Hardy and attempted to bully her into
returning the notification he had just signed. The supervisor called the cab for help out of
fear onvir. Lewis's behavior. Due to his threatening behavior, the supervisor (female)
req uested to be removed from all single person evening shifts out of concern for her
safety.
On February 13,2006 while I was attempting to interview Mr. Lewis regarding the racial
allegations, he became belligerent, and was placed on administrative leave for the
remainder of the shift. Nonetheless, as I was briefing LR, he returned to the of1ice and
began banging on the door wanting to serve us with a statement he had prepared. Despite
being repeatedly told the meeting was over and that a new investigating official would be
appointed, his abhorrent conduct continued.
On February 16,2007, I was made aware that Mr. Lewis was confronting his fellow
employees trying to determine which of them had called the Administrator's Hotline
regarding his intolerable conduct. I attempted to direct Mr. Lewis not to interfere with
witness or individual he believed was responsible for calling the Administrator's Hotline.
He again became hostile and approached me in a threatening manner, waving his hands
and pointing in my face. I felt that I may have to defend myself from being assaulted. I
terminated the meeting and directed him on five separate occasions to leave the office.
Approximately two minutes later, he reentered the facility after going to his car, I
directed him again to leave, he ignored me; 1 secured my offlce, notified security and
personnel in the cab. He returned to my office, attempted to gain entry and then left.
Local law enforcement was called and a sweep of the building was completed to ensure
he was no longer on the premises.
A conference call meeting with HR medical and security was held and it was detennined
that Mr. Lewis was to be placed on administrative leave/schedule to facilitate a Report of
Investigation. The facility locks were immediately changed.

.
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This 94-page ROI was the sole documentation used to support my removal, 2I-months after 1 was locked out from my control tower at Concord, CA. I certifY the truthfulness of
my ROI sworn testimony as provided at Exhibit II, and the memo 1 authored at Exhibit 12. Please note, this ROI was never substantiated, and all other allegations against me
are strongly contradicted elsewhere in the ROl. My one misconduct, which 1 immediately admitted to, was to carelessly quote a song lyric with the n-word. 1 am hoping that by
providing this ROI for Public review, key FAA officials will become able to recognize the errors within this ROl, as well as the mishandling of my case and the need to reform.
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DEPARTIYIENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIATION ADlYIINISTRATION
SECURITY AND HAZARDOUS M.A.TERIALS DIVISION
Date of Tnterview:
Location of Interview:

March 21, 2007
ATCT, Concord, CA,

I, Patricia Hardy, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent of the Federal Aviation
Administration.
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me, I make this statement with full
knowledge that it may be used in any administrative or cjvil proceeding.
I am employed as an Operations Supervisor at Concord A TCT. I have been advised that
the FAA is conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostile work
environment.
I have asked Special Agent Austin to prepare this statement for me.
On January 21,2007, I was working in the office John Crabtree was leaving but told me
he would talk to me later. He did say that it involved Jeffery Lewis and that Jeffery was
racially mimicking Jason Ralph, Air Traffic Manager. He said that he was talking in a
manner to mimic Mr. Ralph who is black.
On January 22,2007, I was working in the cab and saw Mr. Lewis and Ken Moyer
arguing over the way they were coordinating. I mentioned to Mr. Lewis that early in the
day [ had difficulty coordinating with him while he was on ground controL He became
upset and told me I was siding with Ken Moyer. He then said that he was ill and wanted
to take sick leave, I told him he could not have the sick just because he had an argument
with another employee, He pushed the briefing button, to activate a recorded line, and
made a statement about not being allowed leave because he was sick. In the past when he
has had disagreements with other employees he has immediately taken sick leave. Later
he received a call from Travis approach and told them he would try to help them but that
he had a migraine headache. Also while he was on ground control he told a pilot that he
would try to assist him but he had a migraine. Mr. Lewis sat down holding his head and
rocking back and forth in the chair, I was not sure if he was ill.
On January 23, 2007 Mr. Lewis and I discussed his inappropriate comments to the pilot
and to Travis approach. Mr. Lewis wanted to argue that he was sick but I reminded him
that he became ill after he had an argument with another employee, Before he left, I
asked Mr. Lewis ifhe had used racial slurs in the work area? He asked if we had
listening devices in the tower cab. I said it didn't matter and asked him again. He said he
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was referr1ng to ajoke from the previous day. I told him he could not use this type
language at work and we would talk about it later since he was leaving early that day.
Bill Marks, the union rep, came to me later the same day and told me that John Crabtree
had spoke to him about the racial comments Mr. Lewis had made. He said that JetTery
would mimic Jason Ralph and that he made the statement "us niggers can't get any
leave". The next day I started an inquiry reference the aJ1egations.
On January 24, 2007, I told Jason what Bill Marks had told me about Jeffery's racial
remarks and \-vebegan an inquiry into the allegations.
On February 6, 2007, I gave Jeffery a Letter of Warning for the comments he made to
Travis approach and the pilot on the ground on January 22,2007. I also gave him a letter
telling him he was under investigation for using racial slurs. He fIrst acted like the
notification was no big deal and signed the notification. He left the office but returned a
few minutes later very angry demanding the notification back. He lunged at me and
attempted to intimidate me into giving the letter back. I was fearful of my safety and
called the cab and had Bill Marks corne to the office. Mr. Marks tried to calm JdIery
down but he remained agitated. Mr. Marks tried to explain that the notification was a
procedure but Jeffery would not accept that. They talked for a long period of time and
\vhen I had to close the office I asked them to continue in another room.
On February 13,2007, Jason was talking on the telephone to HR about Jeffery and
Jeffery began pounding on the door and yelling at Jason.

ptf __
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I have read this entire statement consisting of
pages. I have been given the
opportunity to make any additions, deletions, or corrections. I have initialed each page
and all corrections. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and
recollections.
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Date

Signature of bterviev
Subscribed and sworn before me a person authorized by law to administer oaths
d- /
day of -\'F'--~_'L e--L\..
, 2007 at
C Q o-J Gv ~ tJ
this
(city)
,p..'-- \ .t-o r'( N
0.
(state).,..../-----------\
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DEPARTTvIENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AviATION ADNHNISTJRATION
SECURITY
Date of Interview:
Location ofTnterview:

AND HAZARDOUS IvL-\.TERIALS DIVISION
March 21, 2007
Concord ATCT

I, John Crabtree, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent ofihe Federal Aviation
Administration.
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this statement with full
knowledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding.
I am employed as an ATCS at Concord ATCT. I have been advised that the FAA is
conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostik work environment.
I have asked Special Agent Austin to prepare this statement for me,
~~ecause
of my life experiences I am sensitive to inappropriate mcial comments and
behavior. Two to three weeks prior to Jmmary 21, 2007, when working with Jeffery
Lewis I noticed him pronouncing words in a manner to mock African Americans. A week
prior to January 21, I noticed he was doing thing more frequently and I felt it was wrong
On January 20, 2007, I thought I might be too sensitive to Lewis' comments and
discussed my observations \-vith Bill Marks. When Lewis came to \vork he started
mocking African Americans speech and Bill Marks told him to stop. Lewis totally
changed the subject.
On January 21, 2007, Lewis, Janles Swanson, who is African American, and I were
working in the cab. Lewis made a statement similar to "you keep holding us niggers
down". James to ld him that he did not want to hear any more of that type of talk. Lewis
tried to rationalize to James why he would make that type of comment. He referenced a
program that had this vocabulary in it. I informed Lewis that I hadn't seen this show and
that he should watch something else. I also told him he shouldn't use that word in the
tower again, ever again. As I was leaving for the day I went to the ot1lce and told Patricia
Hardy, my supervisor what Le\vis had said and how it was responded to. On January 24,
2007, 1\.'(rs.Hardy had me sign a brief statement as to what took place.
I believe that ifJ'vir. Lewis returned to the Concord Tower he \\ould create a hostile v'iork

envirorunent6~
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I have read this entire statement consisting of 'l~pages. I have been given the opportunity
to make any additions, deletions, or corrections. I have initialed each page and all
corrections. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowled£l,e and recollections.
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Signature of Interviewee

Dlue

S ubscri.Qed and sworn before me a person authorized by law to administer oaths
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March 22, 2007
ATCT. Concord, CA.

1, Kenneth Moyer, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent of the Federal Aviation
Administration.
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this staT-ement with full
knowledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding.
r am employed as an ATCS at ATCT, Concord, CA. I have been advised that the FAA is
conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostile work environment.

7

I have consented to Special Agent Austin assisting me in preparing this statement.
The first 2 to 4 weeks Jeffrey was on good behavior. The second day he \vas hcre he was
not following the dress code and wore tennis shoes saying he had a toe problem. The
manager, Jason Ralph, told him he had to wear appropriate foot wear.
When Jason would bring up a performance issue with him he would relate the story and
mimic Jason. Jeffrey would dumb himself down usjng words out of context; he would
talk like a poor black man. As time went on he became more confident, pushing the edge
believing he could get away with more.
Some trme ago I was counseled on inappropriate comments that I believe Jeffrey was
aware of. One day he was coming up the stairs to the cab, I was at the local control
position, James Swanson was off position, standing by the sink; Jeffrey looked at me and
said "how are all you niggers doing." I think he felt he could get avvay with this type of
comment because of my past counseling.
I was a:;ked by Agent Austin if there was a hostile working environment here. There was
a controller named Papageorge, who is retired, who would regularly get upset in the cab.
He would yell and shout profanities and be dismptive. One day he began yelling at
another controller named Hogue and would not stop. I knew after ,\lorking with him that
if I \vent to push the briefing button, which records everything in the cab, he would calm
down or leave the cab. This day he left the cab and went down stairs we could still hear
him yelling. Patricia Hardy arrived with some visitors from Travis for a tour. Papageorge
began y,~lling at her she told him she did not have time to deal with him. Jeffrey
witnessed

this and felt we were all picking on Papageorge.
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I was Jeffrey's primary instructor; one day shortly after he arrived here I was training
with him. He was upset over not getting what he believed to be the proper amount of
administrative hours for moving here. He began to argue with Patricia Hardy about this
and show her in the regulations where he was entitled to it. She told him she knevi that
and to go ahead and train. He said he was sick and could not train. I-Ie had a pattern of
when he had a disagreement or conflict with someone he would take sick leave.
On one occasion Bill Marks had observed an aircraft on approach turning away. He
radioed the pilot and asked what the problem was and the pilot said he had a landing gear
problem and was returning to the airport he had departed from. Bill acknowledged the
pilot and another controller made the comment "gee Bill just tell them to go somewhere
else." .Jetfrey got upset set a yelled at Bill and said "if that was my dad and I was you 1
\-vould kick my ass". I told Jeffrey to leave the cab and he poked me in the chest and laId
me we would discuss this later.
Our instructor/trainee relationship was strained. He would tell me I was not training him
properly, complained about my competency, and get upset over training issues. He told
all of us what we were doing was wrong. I told the supervisor he should have another
trainer. For awhile Patricia Hardy got me away from him
One day I was working local and Jeffreywas

working ground control. I was trying to

coordinate with him and he would ignore me because I was not addr~ssing him properly ~ "'\'-'_
and he got upset. Patricia told him I had been doing this a long time'R,ather than telling -Il;/ '~
him he should be more seasoned in the position she used the term marinated He became
very upset and wanted sick leave and Pat denied the leave tell ing h irn to work his
position. She told him he could take sick leave at 3 :45pm, fifteen minutes prior to the end
of his shift. JetJrey received a call from Travis approach and acted Eke he was impaired.
He repeated the conversation 2 or 3 times while messaging his head. He then had an
aircraft on the east ramp and told them he had a migraine and could not see and I won't
be relieved. He did not take leave but went down stairs f,x 2 hours and came back and
comple~ed his sL 't. When he came back he asked me if I ever had a migraine.
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I have read this entire statement consisting of 2pages.
I have been given the
opportunity to make any additions, deletions, or corrections. I have initialed each page
and all corrections. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and
reco llections.
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Lessons learned, OJT sessioEII,?v'ithKen Moyer, 12··03-06:
••

Item #1, reference job subtask 7: I understand tIle ri.sk in the use of "give way to"
instructions, though in this particular case I ensmed that it vlOrked quite well.
\Vhat 1would Ii.leeto understand, to leam from tms experience, is if I have a fuel
truck and an aircraft approaching RY' lL from opposite sides, what axn I expected
to do \vith them to ma.ximize efficiency? (I.e., y\rhat specific phraseology in lieu of
a well-placed "give way" as done till.s tlrtle).

•• Item #2, reference job subtask #4: the required coordination was performed,
jhough I may have performed it better had I specified location rather than "fuel". I
observed Le while coordinating and did not sense any confusion on his part. My
thinking was by specifying "fuel" LC would scan the crossing zone and rapidly
absorb the traffic picture, thus more efficiently decide arrd coordinate the
crossing. TIus technique worked, but considering this may not work well here at
CCR ATCT, I will practice your technique and make it habit to specify the
taxiway (though we all already know it has to be GoWEcho per the LOA since it
is a fuel truck).
•• Items #3 and #4, reference job subtasks #22 and #19: the issue is the advisability
of the technique of giving moving fuel. truckstraJfic information, so they will
slow down vs. screaming to the nmway crossing point then have to wait. Thus,
the issue is efficiency. The validity of this efficiency "concern" was reinforced
when it was specifically addressed by Ken at least twice during this session, and
at least once he specified that we don'twant filet trucks to have to apply the
"brakes". To maximize efficiency while maintm.ning a high level of safety, the
instructions I delivered were effective and matched with careful consideration of
the LC traffic picture; 1 ensured any confusion by the fuel truck drlver (and there
was none) would not possibly create a separation issue.
••

An ongoing problem in training with Ken has been his refusal to pause to
reasonably allow me to listen to pilots when they call during our briefings, or
\.vhen he is "instructing", He tends to just move fonvard rapid-flre \Vith whatever
be is saying and it prevents me from collecting needed information. In all
:situations thus far when this bas happened, the traffic: level has not been so busy
that he could not pause. At the close of this training session, two separate flights
called GC and I could not serve them because Ken's continued instructional
comment prevented me from hearing them. After the first missed call, I asked
Ken if we could discuss the content (about the technique of giving new info to the
crossing fuel trucks) later. Ken rejected my suggestion and continued taUeing.
V/hen the second flight called and was again missed (by me) due too Ken's
insistence on pushing his instructional point, I commented ihat he was interfering
with my ability to train; at this time, FD suggested we should quit OJT and the
erc concurred and we left. I did not "'enter into a discussion of why (Ken) was

\:tl)

vlI'ong";
debriefing.in fact, I asked if we could have this nOlJ.-pertim:nt discussion later, in ~~.',
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Lessons lea...rned, OJT session with Ken Mover, 1-29··06:
./'\

oJ

Four key items were addressed in the OJTI comments:
1. Tha.D.ks,Ken, for pointing out the distinction between ta:a phraseologies used for
routes with and without hold short instructions. Unrestricted taxis 'will get "Taxi
runway via route ", and restricted taxis \'vill get "Runway, taxi via route, hold
short". I ,"vasnot aware that the 7110.65 had this fine yet very useful distinction
(maybe I spent too much time in the Oceanic ellioute environment. .. ? ©
2.

Generally speaking, the procedure at CCR for runway changes includes a critical
requirement for GC to clearly state "All runways are yours" to LC, even if the
action is discussed a.Tldagreed to, or the cre declares the action is happening.
Likewise, it is critical that Le give back to GC the inactive runways as early as
possible, e.g.: "Runways 19 are now yours",

if

3.

If a flight calls GC for ta.xi and IFR clearance while FD/CD is open, I should only
allow that flight to "monitor Clearance on 118.75" aner the flight is parked in the
mn-up area. One possible exception may be if I know they have two working
radios, and yes, there is the "chance" I could relay ta'(i instmctions via FD/CD,
but as a matter of practice, it is always a good idea to just keep taxiing aircraft on
GC frequency and ship them only when they are done ta:ding.

4. It is good practice for me to pause as needed during a briefing to ensure the other
controller( s) can readily incorporate a pilot's ilUti.al call into the position relief
process, so that the pilot will not have to repeat himself (unless of course it is a
very busy situation). It is also good practice for me to not rush, or make the other
controlIer(s) feel rushed.
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March 22, 2007
ATCT, Concord, CA.

I, William Marks, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent of the Federal Aviation
Administration,
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this statement with full
kno'vvledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding,
I am employed as an A TCS at Concord ATCT. I have been advised that the F lv\ is
conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostile work envirorunent..
I have consented to Special Agent Austin assisting me in preparing this statement.
On January 20,2007, when I came to work John Crabtree told me about Jeffrey Lewis
mocking Jason Ralph or any black person in a mean way. When, Jeffrey arrived at 10: 10
am he started talking in Ebonies mimicking black people and I told him Jets change the
subject and not talk about it.
I am the NATCA rep and on the evening of January 21, 2007, I received a call from one
of the employees that Jeffrey had made the statement "keep holding us niggers down." I
was later told by Ken Moyer that Jeffrey said "how are you niggers doing."
I was off on January 22,2007, and on January 23,2007 I called Jason and told him I was
representing the employees and we had an issue with inappropriate racial comments. I
met with Patricia Hardy and told her what J had seen and was told. She told me she was
aware of the comments and that management was starting an inquiry.
Patricia was on leave and then a family emergency and there was a delay in the inquiry.
On February 6, 2007 Patricia gave him a letter from GVven Marshall that he was being
investigated for the racial comments. He signed the letter and left.
short time later he
returned and started yelling at Patricia that he wanted the paper he signed back, I was in
the cab and she e:alled me to come down stairs to her office. Jeffery was yelling at her and
treating her in a threatening manner. I tried to claim him dmvn but he continued yelling. I
took him outside and tried to tell him ifhe continued acting like this he 'vvould get in
trouble, His response was we are adults here I can say what I wanL
ie...,

Jeffrey, Jason and I where in a meeting 10 let Jeff know that an outside investigation \vas
going to take place. Jeff wanted to make comments on the letter. Jason said no" Sign or
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give the letter back". Jeff took the letter and started to sign it and then had his pen slip
and then got in Jason face and said in aloud voice "what are you going to do now".
Jason said to Jeffto leave the building, Jetlstarted to poke is finger at Jason and say I
cannot work for you. Jason told Jeff not to poke his finger at Jason and then Jeff took
and waved his hand in front ofJason face. Jason said to JetTleave the building now and
do not come back till tomorrow. I went up stairs to work traffic and Jeff left the building
and went to his car and then came back in the building banging on something, I heard
Jason till Jeff to leave the build again and Jeff ran down stairs and drove otT.
One day I was handling local traffic when a pilot turned east, I spoke with the pilot and
he was leaving ,md would retmn later. Jeffrey was not happy with the way I handled the
pilot and was going to report me to management. He was disrupting the entire cab. Ken
Moyer was the eIe and told Jeffrey to leave the cab. Jeffrey ,vent over to him and poked
him in the chest and told him he would talk to him later. I went to Patricia and she said
she had listened to the tape and I had done nothing wrong.
Since Jeffrey carne here he has created tension in the workplace. He has had cont1ict with
other employees and those training him. Jeffrey creates a hostile ,vork envLronment when
he is in the workplace.
W

I have read this entire statement consisting of!..... pages. I have bee:n given the
opportunity to make any additions, deletions, or corrections. I have initialed each page
and all corrections. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and
recollections.
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March 22, 2007
ATCT, Concord, CA.

I, James Swanson, make the foJloviing statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Speci.al A.gent of the Federal Aviation
Administration.
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this statement with full
knowledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding.
I am employed as an A TCS at Concord ATCT. I have been advised that the FAA is
conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostile work environment.

if

I have consented to Special Agent Austin assisting me in preparing this statement.
On a Sunday morning in late January Jeffrey came to work and John Crabtree told him
what position he was going to work. Jeffrey made a statement like "trying to hold us
niggers dO'yvn". I told him not to ever make that statement again, He mentioned some
song or something he had heard and I told him I was going on vacation and didn't want to
her about it.
I have not heard Jeffrey make any other racial comments. When have been with hinl in
the workplace, other than the comment he made, I have not had any COl1i1ictswith him or
J[

observed any problems in the workplace with other employees.
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have read this entire statement consisting of L:'J}ages., 1 have been given the
opportunity to make any additions, deletions, or correCIions, r have initialed each page

1

and
all
corrections.
~
11
.
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Date of Interview:
Location of Interview:

March 22, 2007
ATeT, Concord, CA.

1, Kenneth Hougey, make the following statement freely aIld voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent of the Federal Aviation
Administration,
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this statement with full
kno\vledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding.
I am employed as an ATCS at Concord ATCT. r have been advised that the FAA is
conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostile work environment ..
I have consented to Special Agent Austin assisting me in prepaling this statement.
One incident I recall was Bill Marks was working local and had a transmission with an
aircraft that was in bound. He noticed that the aircraft was no longer in bound and
contacted the pilot. The pilot said he was having some gear probkrn and was leaving to
check it out. BiJI cIeared the aircraft to leave the area. I made a comment like "hey that's
a new technique, next time I have airplane with a problem I'll just tell them to report
clear. "
Jeffrey jumped out of his chair and began shouting at BiIl about they why he handled the
situation. He told Bill that his father was a pilot and ifhe talked to him like that he would
kick his ass. Bill told him that he didn't kno"v the situation and w calm down. Jeffrey
unplugged and continued yelling that he was going to follow up on this and it was not the
end of it. Jeffrey then left for the day. I felt that this behavior was inappropriate and was
an example of his being unpredictable.
Shortly after Jeffrey came here we were in the break room and he told me his training
was not going well and that he was being hampered by his instructor. He felt that his
instructor wanted him to fail. I told him that everyone wanted him w be checked out as
soon as possible because we would not get leave until h(:.~"vas. I told him each day he
should get on position and do his job and don't think about what he felt the instructor was
doing "\-'rong. I told him to approach training witb. an open mind; he indicated he would
try that.
I was tasked with writing, updating and making corrections in the Concord training
binder vvhen 1 had free time. Jeffrey came here on shOji notice and I was unable to make
a complete binder for him. I gave him a chapter at a time, it was the best I could do at the
\\¥Case No. A w-P20070078
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time. T told him if there were any changes or thi.ngs I rnissed to bri ng it to my attention.
He was very critical of the binder and said it was so messed up it was virtually unusable
told him it was his job to get checked out
to him. He told me he wanted to edit himself
and not be concerned with editing the binder until after he got checked out. He said he
had been given inferior materials and he would do a better job fixing it.

I

When Jeffrey had a disagreement

\vith his instmctor he would be unable to train that day.

I

told Jeffrey
\Vhen you first come to the tower you are given tests over each position.
that this first test was prepared a long time ago and that some of the questions \vere odd.
The test was v,Titten when the tower policies were in transition, There were questions
about not broadcasting bird advisories for example. Jeffrey jumped up after a few
minutes and said he couldn't take the test today. He went over each topic with his
instructor and took the test the next day. The test was a relatively :oma1Imatter so 1
believe this was an over reaction. He took anything he perceived as a flaw personally.

I trained

Jeffrey in one of his sessions. He il1sisted in rehashing what he thought were
defects in the training program.
told him he just needed to train and let me comment on
how he did and how he could improve.

I

\\\~

I have read

this entire statement consisting of2 pages. I have been given the opportunity
to make any additions, deletions, or corrections. I have initialed each page and aU
corrections. This statement is the truth to the best of my knowledge and recollections.
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U.S. DEP ARTIvIENT OF TRA1\JSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIATION ADN£INISTRATION
SECURITY
Date of Interview:
Location ofJnterview:

AND HAZARDOUS :NLATERIALS DIVlSION
lv'farch 23, 2007
ATCT, Livermore, CA.

I, Jeffrey Lewis, make the following statement freely and voluntarily to Special Agent
James Austin who has identified himself to me as Special Agent of the Federal Aviation
Administration.
No promises or threats have been made to me and no pressure or
coercion of any kind has been used against me. I make this statement with full
knowledge that it may be used in any administrative or civil proceeding.
I am employed as an ATCS at Concord ATCI'. I have been advised that the FAA is
conducting an investigation into inappropriate comments and hostille work environment.
I have consented to Special Agent Austin in assisting me in preparlcllg this statement.

4- How

long have you worked at the Concord tower? Since mid-October

2006

Do you recall an incident where you felt William Marks did not handle an aircraft
properly and you began shouting at him and you were told to leave the cab? This was the
11115 gear-up Bonanza incident wherein, after Ken Hougey made a comment about Bill's
handling the situation, Bill shouted back at Ken Hougey that" ... the pilot is an idiot! ",
'" at which point I told Bill I felt he mishandled it, that if the pilot was my father (who
flies a Bonanza) he " ... would have tanned lny hide when he landed", Bill shouted back at
me. Ken Moyer (as CIC) shouted at me "You're out of line I then commented that we
cannot be having this debate while on position and asked to combine my FD/CD position
to Ken Hougey' s GC and leave. Ken Moyer granted my request and I left. I do not
believe I was "told to leave".

I"

Did you poke Ken Moyer in the chest before you left the cab? I did nol: poke Ken Moyer
in the chest before I left the cab. I was shocked when I \vas told by Patricia Hardy that it
was alleged I did that. After Patricia gave me a memo about this (3-.days later), I asked
Ken Moyer about the allegation I had poked his chest. This is so out of character for me
(l've never done this); Ken demonstrated that I had pulled the back of my hand
downward and lightly touched his chest with the back of a fingertip, and that he was not
intimidated. I told him that doesn't seem like me but ifhe claims I did it I'll assume I did,
and I apologized. Numerous others were in the cab witnessing this brief discussion.
Did you return to the cab? I'm pretty sure I did, just to sign out.
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JL-- Have you ever while at the ~oncord tower spoke in a manner mirnicking

someone who is
}Vrican American,? Yes, I have mimicked two people, but only one \vho was Africanr'\merican, and his ethnicity had nothing to do with the mimicry. I was mimicking James
who very frequently mimics Jason, I'd estimate 2-8 times per shift. The mimicry is about
Jason's management style and apparent severe need to control conversations, but has
nothing to do with Jason's ethnicity. James often says "We're not gOrilla have another
Lexington here" to mimic something Jason apparently once said to him. The mimicry
was always for levity (James has repeatedly complained about how Jason hammers him
for being "jovial"). The other mimicry I did was about Ken Moyer's mumbling habit,
which is very distracting and bugs lots of others at CCR, too; I was hoping Ken would
recognize the annoyance and correct his habit.
Did anyone tell you that type of speech was inappropriate and tell you to stop speaking in
that manner? No, absolutely not. In fact, I thought it was strange around the first of
February when James and Andrew were talking about how they had been told to not
mimic Ken Moyer anymore, but I had not been told to change anything. As for the
general impropriety of mimicry, many people at eCR do it; in fact, on 1/22/2007 Patricia
mimicked me; I had suggested that if I am busy and do not hear her try to coordinate,
saying my name or "Ground" will quickly catch my attention (she had repeatedly asked
to coordinate and I did not realize she was talking to me until Ken I\ffoyer shouted "Jeff
she's talking 10 you

I"

While at work in the Concord tower did you make a statement simiiJar to "us niggers can't
get any leave"? No

While at work in the Concord tower did you make a statement similar to "they're trying
to hold us niggers down'? No. As for similarity, the reference is to a lyric I quoted (and
explained) from a Randy Newman song called "Rednecks". The song is about oppression
and ignorant rednecks, given no respect by urban northerners, but finding solace in the
feeling they are "keeping the niggers down". The comment was made during a Sunday
morning discussion with John and James; it followed James' comments likening ATC
training to the "hazing" that goes on in fraternities. I said, roughlty: ''yeah, it '5 like the
lyric in Randy Newman '5 song, keeping the niggers dO}!'!'l ... the CPC': 's have a chance to
assert their pecking order, so the step on the trainees".
Did anyone tell you that type of speech was inappropriate and tel! you to stop making that
type of ~)taternent? No. For the record, the night before the 1/2112007 incident, James had
set up his PC on the LC console with a DVD called "Boondocks". I watched with rum for
an hour or so (Andrew was there, too, but less interested in the DVD) and heard the n··
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word used dozens of times in a couple animated episodes. I never 'would have felt a
reference to Randy Newman's lyric would be acceptable had I not shared this D\/D with
James and .tu1drew.
While at work in the Concord tower did you make a statement similar to "how are all you
niggers doing?" No. This is unbelievable, how made-up these allegations are.
After having a disagreement with Ken Moyer over how he should address you when
coordinating with you did you request sick leave and have it denied? Yes, and I was
denied Patricia told me roughly, "just because you don't feel well doesn't mean you can
have sick leave. We can't keep letting you go every time you get upset. "
After having been denied sick leave did you tell someone
had a migraine headache? Yes. Travis called to coordinate
the letters I was trying to right on a strip. I mentioned the
down and give me time to double-check my strip ..marking

from Travis Approach that you
an arrival. I could not focus on
migraine so Travis would slow
was correct.

After being denied sick leave while working ground control did you tell a pilot you had a
migraine headache and that you were unable to see or take leave? ][told the pilot I had a
migraine and I had difficulty seeing. I had previously twice told Patricia I could not focus
and might need to tell the next pilot I have a migraine and was losing my vision; she
twice ignored me. The pilot call happened fi.rst, then the Travis coordination, at which
point Patricia unplugged and told me to leave on sick leave.
Do you get migraine headaches very often? No, but I started getting them when I arrived
at Concord and I started having them 2 or 3 time a week. I have had them for many years
but the usually occur during stressful periods. I have never seen a doctor for the
migraines, but I have mentioned them in routine physicals.
After Patricia Hardy had you sign a letter advising you that you were under investigation
for using racial slurs did you leave the tower? Yes I did, it was the end of my work week.
I had expressed concern about the inaccuracy of what I was being compelled to sign for,
but she would not allow me to annotate. So I signed and left.
Did you return to the tower demanding the letter back and. yell at her? I demanded
nothing_ I drove a hundred yards d.own the road, took a closer look at the letter (Appendix
5, Notice to Respondent, per OrderlllO.125A)
and decidecl to return. I explained again
my concern about "writing a blank check" with my signature and asked to either have it
returned so I can annotate, or returned and allow me t.o provide a statement after I
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returned from my weekend. I did not yell at her. I was concerned what the investigation
\vas about, all I knew it was about using the "n" word.
Do you think that word is appropriate in the work place? No
Did Patricia Hardy call Bill Marks to the office to intervene and calm you down? You'd
have to ask Patricia that question; to my knowledge she brought him down on the basis of
Weingarten.
Did you have a meeting with Jason Ralph and Bill Marks to advise you that an outside
investigation into the allegation of inappropriate racial remarks was going to take place?
Based on a phone conversation with Bill Marks the night before, I understood that we
would meet with Jason and expected instructions for both of us to go to Livermore ATCT
the next week for an investigative interview. When the 2/16/2007 morning meeting with
Jason happened, however, Jason roughly read the first paragraph of his memo about
"interfering with an official investigation". He gave me a copy and I pointed out it was
false, that I had NOT been previously notified of a gag order. I asked to annotate. After
some discussion Jason eventually shoute.d "J order you do not at/notate on that memo!"
If the purpose of the meeting was "to advise that an outside investigation ... was taking
place", I was never told this and it never came up that morning.
During this meeting did you approach !vIr. Ralph and shout at him and poke your finger
toward his face? No, we were standing when we were having this discussion and during
this discussion I pointed out that he was turning up the corners ofhis mouth, starting to
smile. This was a very serious conversation and I felt it was inappropriate, and wanted
him to be aware of his mixed signal.
Did Mr. Ralph tell you to stop pointing your finger toward his face? I believe absolutely
no, especially as I did not "continue" to point.
Did you continue to shout at him and shake your hand toward his face? No, I made the
comment about his turning up the corners of his mouth and that was it. Done.
r\fter this meeting did Mr. Ralph tell you to leave the building? No. I asked for sick
leave, Jason granted it. I left the building. In a telephone: call a few hours later he told me
that this day would be sick leave but that I was being put on administrative leave
afterward, with a new worbveek until nlrther advised.
After leaving the building did you return and knock on ]\1r. Ralph's door and start
shouting at him? I did come back to get my cell ~;hone and water bottle. I ran up the stairs
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JL- past Jason's office. He sounded alarmed when he yelled (through his locked door) to not
go upstairs, I replied I was just getting my cellphone and kept going, quickly. I passed by
his door on the way back down less than IS-seconds later. I wanted out of there and felt
like a caged animal, so I did not knock on Jason's door, nor have a.ny interest engaging
him in another futile discussion, I did not make any attempt to talk to Jason about our
previous conversation.

Is there anything you would like to add to your statement? I have lots more to say, but in
the interest of moving on I'll withhold my other documentation and limit my additional
comments.
The 2/7/2007 anonymous call to the Administrator's Hotline took a non-incident, the use
of a racial slur in a non-disparaging context, and blew it up into an image of a racist
lunatic. I am not a racist and, in fact, have annoyed good friends by pushing back on their
discriminatory comments. The real meat of the call to the Administrator's Hotline,
though, is the fact that Jason has been so ineffective for so many years, long before I
arrived last October, creating a workplace that is truly and prof ollJldly desperate. The
workplace dynamic at CCR ATCT needs to be changed.
As regards the issue of "hostile work environment", immediately prior to the start ofthis
investigative interview, I was given a statement to sign. I asked for clarification on the
issue of "hostile work environment", specifically to differentiate between are we
investigating the hostile work environment in general (as per the "'desperate treatment"
comment in the 2/7/2007 anonymous call to the Administrator's Hotline) or more
specifical1y an allegation that create a hostile work environment. I was advised that this
interview would focus on the latter: my alleged inappropriate comments, and my alleged
actions that create a hostile work environment.

I

For the record, in a memo to Patricia Hardy I lef1:at the base of.J ason' s locked door on
February 13th entitled "My written statement for the Record of][nvcstigation" (she and
Jason refused to accept it), I expressed my feeling that I am i.n a hostile work
environment. Three days later, after my weekend, I was effectively locked out from my
workplace and forced to endure the uncertainty ofindeftnite: administrative leave: without
any sufficient explanation. Consequently, I was not allowed to offer any input to the
investigation into the Administrator's Hotline caB, which was due 2/23/2007. I ,..vas
effectively excluded from this process. This needs to be corrected.
If you have any further questions I will gladly answer them.
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I have read this entire statement consisting of r:;, pages. I have been given the
opportunity to make any additions, deletions;, or correct:lons. I have initialed each page
and all corrections. This statement is the tnlth to the best of my knowledge and
recollections.
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Subscribed and sworn before me a person authorized by law to administer oaths
day of 1Yl A(Lc-~
--' 2007 at
I~'
~
vV'-...o.-rL
this
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Tuesday, February 13, 2007
Jeffrey Lewis, ATCS, CCR ATCT
Patricia Hardy, Supervisor, CCH ATCT
My written statement for the Report of lnv8stigation

Date:
From:

To:
Subj:

Patricia:
As a follow-up to our Accountability Board interview, I submit this statement.
forward this as my preliminary statement for the Investigative Document.

Please

I feel I am in a hostile work environment, and have felt that way since my arrival in
October. I have been previously certified in four comparable towers, and I have had
familiarity with the workforce dynamics in a number of other comparable;~ TC facilities.
have never seen a facility as dysfunctional and hostile for all involved. I repeat, for all
involved; not just me, but for everyone.

I

At the start of the interview, you gave me ,3 copy of a Hotline printout you had received
2/7/07 which claims that an unnamed Caucasian "constantly makes racial comments
concerning African-Americans"
and had entered the control room and said aloud "are
you keeping the nigger down." These two statements do not apply to me. You also
advised you have interviewed four of my coworkers who have claimed I have used the nword racial slur. I have made no disparaging remarks.
This matter is extremely sensitive to me as, evidently, it is to the rest of the facility. As
evidence, if you look at the Hotline printout, you will note there is a larger issue of
"desperate work conditions" and management ineptitude which has nothing to do with
the unnamed Caucasian but is endemic to the facility. Please see the Hotline printout
excerpt below, with emphasis added.
"Caller said that it is evident that there is discrimjnation at the facility because
management is aware of past comments and has donr3 nothing. CaJJersaid that the
African-American employee was deniEldArticfe Seventeen duties after he prepared on his
own time to learn duties. Caller said that co-workers are disgyst€~d at the desperate
treatment at the faeilitv. Caffer requested the Hotline's assistance in this matter."
I now have absolutely no trust that you and Jason H;51lphare capable of fairly handling
the role of "Investigator" of this Accountability Board process. I will ~lladly answer any
and all questions to aid an outside investigator, but I feel it is imperative that this
investigation be conducted by someone from outside CCH ATCT, as per para 15f(3) of
Order 111 O.125A.
Again, please include this as my written statement for the Investigative Document, and
please seek an outside investigator for whom I will gfadly answer any and all questions.
Thank you.

Jeff~4

u.s.
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AGENTS STATEI'yIENT:
On March 21,2007, Jason Ralph, Patricia Hardy and Jo1m Crabtree were interviewed.
Mr. Crabtree did not indicate he wanted any representation.
On March 22, 2007, David Caldwell, NATCA Western Pacific Coordinator,
Kenneth Moyer, William Marks, James Swanson, and Kenneth Hougey.

represented

On March 23, 2007, he represented Jeffrey Lewis.
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Memorandum
Date:

November

18, 2006

From:

Operations Supervisor, CCR ATCT

To:

Jeffrey Lewis

Subject: Record of Conversation
========:==========='-='-='-=-=-=--=-=-==.,-=,-==-=--=-=-=-=-=:_=..::::.:=-=-=-========::::
The purpose of this memorandum is to record our conversation on November 15,2006_
On Wednesday, November 15,2006, you were working Flight Data/Clearance Delivery, FD/CD,
and monitoring Frequency 119.7 when you heard N5473T transmit on Local Control, that he was
possibly having a gear problem. Some words were exchanged bet'ween you and the Controllers
in the Cab reference the way the situation was hanelled and you were relieved trom position.
After I reviewed the tape and spoke with all parties concerned, we discussed your perception of
what occurred versus what the tape revealed. The Controller handled the si.tuation appropriately
and the pilot departed the area by his o"",mrequest. I advised you that we want you to be a part of
the team and to have a successful training experience at CCR.
First of all, if you have any questions, you should bring them to my attention and I will keep the
ATM informed. At this time, you have worked less than 10 hours FD/CD since you were
certified on November 6,2006. If you get behind working FD/CD it is expected that you advise
the Controller in Charge, CIC, and he will help lighten your load.
It is important that we remain calm and collected due to the safety related work we perform as
Air Traffic Controllers. It is not appropriate to constantly need to be relieved from position
because you may disagree \-vith someone's point of view. If the CIC ask you to turn your
attention to focus on your assigned duties, you should follow instructions. It was brought to my
attention that when you were leaving the Tower Cab, after the above incident, you told the CIC
that you wanted to talk to him later. You were shaking your finger at him as you spoke and you
poked him in the chest. This behavior was an invasion of his personal space and comfort zone
and far too aggressive considering the circumstances.
In the future, keep in mind all of the above to avoid making a wrong impression.

£~/r
./.. .•..

Acknowledge

recei.pt:

Date:

Jeffrey Lewis
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Federal Avic3rtion
t~dminjstratjhon
Memorandurn
Date:

January 23, 2007

From:

Operations Supervisor, CCR ATCT

To:

Jeffrey Lewis, CPC CCR ATCT

Subject

Letter ofWaming

This memorandum

is to formally counsel you regarding your conduct on January 22, 2007,

While working Ground Control, using the briefing button, you recorded "I have requ.ested sick
am having witb
leave. have been denied sick leave. a'TI basing my request on the problems
Ken Moyer,"

I

I

J[

Also, while coordinating with Travis Approach for the inbound on N930MG, you ans\vered the
line and said, "1 have a migraine so 1 may not be able to write tbjs but, what do you got."
Seconds later, N932TE called from the East Ramp for departure and you again responded with
non-prescribed phraseology and transmitted on frequency "Calling Concord Grain, 1 have a
migraine so didn't hear that, say again."

I

Your transmissions were unprofessional, reflected unfavorably on the facility, and were in
violation of FAA Order 7110.65, paragraph 2-4·-5 to "Transmit only those messages necessary
for air trajJic control or otherwise contributing to air safety. "
Your actions were deliberate and mea'lt to gain relief from position and the approval of
previously denied leave, because you got into an argument with a coworker. ][have previously
counseled you regarding this type of conduct and your required fitness for duty.
You are a partially rated controller still in training, who has not worked in the terminal option for
several years, Therefore, your constant criticism of coworkers who possess current experience
and expertise in the facility is unwelcome and adversely affects your training progress.
Finally, your conduct as described above is unacceptable,
progressive disciplinary action, when appropriate.

!

..../ ('U t'-'£,.~,
t-A--I-j.
.--+:-- /
,.:1
Patricia Hardy
Operations Supervisor
Acknowledge

\Yill not be tolerated and will result in

J
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MEMO
Date:

1/24/2007

To:

Patricia Hardy, Supervisor, Concord ATCT

From: Kenneth N. Moyer

RE:

Inappropriate

Comments In The Work Place

I have in the past couple of months witnessed inappropriate comments from Jeffery
Lewis. At first the comments were mild and seem to me that he was trying to fit in with
the work force. As times went on, his comments became cmder arId edgy as if he was
emboldened to say more. Frequently, Jeff would use an Ebonies accent when trying to
portray someone with a low LQ. At one point while I was on Local, he used the "N"
word while trying to be funny.

~~/'.~~

~N~~Oyer
ATCS, CCR ATCT

~-~---~-----_.~~

To:

•..

_-

""--'

Patricia Hardy, OS eCR ATCT

From: John Crabtree, epc

Date:

CCR ATCT

January 24, 2007

Last Sunday, 1-21-07, when Mr. Lewis arrived to work in the tower he made a
statement about "management keeping us nigga's down." Controller James
Swanson was present and told him not to say that again. In turn I told Mr. Lewis,
"I wouldn't use that word again in the tower, ever a~laill."
He tried to explain that's what they say 011 a program called Boondocks. 'told
him I've never heard of it or seen it and he should watch somethin~l different.
am making a statement now because I have observed a pattern of racial
comments increasing in frequency and boldness from Mr. LB,Nis.

/

@
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To:

\\Thorn it may concern

From: \Villiam Marks, NA TeA Representative
Date:

January 24, 2007

RE:

Employee J. Lewis

On Saturday, January 20, 2007 Employee, Jolm Crabtree spoke with me about Jeff
Lewis' Inappropriate behavior in the tower. I told hirn I had not witnessed any racial
comments from ?vir. Lewis. 1vfr. Lewis arrived for his 10 /I.M shift and within ten
minutes, I heard him mocking the management using a racial accent that was not his own.
I told him lets change the subject and go to work. Later in the week, I spoke with
Kenneth Moyer and he was concerned about what he had heard later the same day from
Mr. Lewis.

@EXh~..it.
II.
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To: \Vhom it may concemin

/,'

FAA

From: James Swanson
Date: February 11,2007

On Sunday, January 21,2007 I was working in the CCR tower cab with another
controller, John Crabtree. I was working at the Local 1 position. John was working
Ground Control. Jeff Lewis walked into the tower cab and signed into work. John, the
Controller in Charge, asked Jeff to relieve htrn from the Ground Control position. Jeff
responded by saying "You're trying to keep a nigger down". John and I both
immediately responded to Jeff by telling him don't ever say that again and that it was not
appropriate.

Feder'al Avi,~l1:lion

Administratjon
Memorandum
Date:

February 13,2007

From:

Operations Supervisor, CCR ATCT

To:

Jeffrey Lewis,

Subject:

Record of Conversation

======================,===,====--,~.~=,=="=-,========
The purpose ofthis memorandum is to document our attempt to formally Lnterview you regarding
allegations that you made racially derogatory remarks Jinthe ,york area,
You ,vere advised this was a formal investigation, no determination had been made, and this was
your opportunity to recount the alleged events and answer specific questions pertaining to the
incident. You were reminded of your representation entitlement and were accompanied by
FACREP, Bill Marks.
I asked if you had used any racial slurs in the facility during the weekend of January 20, 2007. You
replied with several questions of your o\-vn. I advised you that you were not here to interview the
process and restated it was your opportunity to give your side of the story. You then said you did
not make any racially derogatory remarks and the allegations contained in the Hotline Complaint
and witness statements were false and you wanted to kno"''! who made them.
You stated that you spoke with HR Representative, Gwen Marshall and was advised you were
entitled to a third party interview because you felt that your supervisors were bias against you and
could not conduct an impartial interview. The meeting was tenninated due to your argumentative
nature and refusal to answer questions posed to you.
After consulting \-vith Gwen Marshall, she contradicted your assertion of the guidance she gave you.
Nevertheless, a third party interview was arranged as follows: You are directed to report to
Livermore Tower on February 20, 2007 at 1:00 PM to be interv-iewed by SFO Support Manager,
Frank Ferrera. You are entitled to Union Representation, since this investigation may result in
disciplinary action. You are directed to answer all questions a.:;sociatedwi,th the investigation.
Failure to fully cooperate during this process is a be a violation of ER-4.1, STANDARDS OF
CONDUCT, 9.a., reference GIVING STATEMENTS A1'-ID/OR TESTJlvfONY to any supervisor or
DOT official.

~~~~-Patricia Hardy

Acknowledge

receipt

_ Date:

Feder,at Aviat:iion

Administrat.ion

Memorandum
Date:

Febmary

16,2007

From:

Air Traffic Manager, CCR ATCT

To:

Jeffrey Lewis, CPC CCR ATCT

Subject:

Interference

With an Official Investigation

========================:===:=:=-=-=-=-----_:=========
This memorandum serves as official notification to previously issued djIection by your
supervisor; there is an on going investigation into al.1egations that you used a racial slur, while on
duty and that is was found to be offensive by your co-workers.
You are instmcted to immediately refrain from questioning, confronting, interrogating or
otherwise discussing with any facility employee their knowledge of, or involvement with the
allegations made against you.
Failure to comply with the above directions is a violation of your expected Standards of Conduct
(HRPM, ER-4.1) which may result in disciplin81-y action.

Jason Ralph

Acknowledge

receipt:

--------_._----------

Date:

Jeffrey Lev,1s, CPC CCR A TCT
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Administration
Memorarldum
Date:

February 20, 2007

From:

Operations Supervisor, CCR ATCT

To:

Jason Ralph, Manager CCR ATCT

Subject: Statement on Jeffrey Lev,1s
This memorandum is to recount my encounter with employee, Jeffrey Lewis, February 6, 2007.
r called Jeffrey Lewis into a meeting to issue a Letter of Warning for unprofessional transmissions
previously made by him over the landline to Travis Approach and on the Concord Ground Control
Frequency. In addition, I issued a Notice to Respondent for the allegations of his use of racially,
derogatory language in the work place and advised him that we were officially investigating the
incident.
Mr. Lewis signed the statements commenting that he was not a racist and that this was all a waste of
time, etcetera. I gave him a copy and advised him to call the HR point of Contact, Gwen Marshall,
indicated on the form, if he had any questions. He left the: buil.ding. I locked the memos in the file
cabinet and heard Mr. Lev,1s returning, coming up the stairwell. His demeanor was aggressive 8J1d
agitated. He said he wanted me to return the signed Notice to Respondent stating he was not aware
of any known specifics reference the allegations.
I calmly restated that allegations had been made that he used raciar slurs in the work place. I
repeated several times that no conclusion had been madE~, that the notice was just to advise him
that we were investigating the issue, Mr. Lev,1s lunged at me and shouted, "Give me that paper
right now". I told him I was not returning the paper and that we could not continue without union
representation.
I quickly called the tower cab for FACREP, William Marks to come to assist me. Mr. Marks tried to
explain that management was required to notify him of the investigation. NIr. Le\vis continued to
stomp about the office, ranting and raving how he was not being treated fairly, and not listening to
anything that I or ?vir. Marks had to say.
I have previously witnessed rv1r.Lewis' irrational mood swings and I am not comfortable
performing routine supervisory duties as it relates to hjlm. I have observed, on several
occasions, how he disrupts the work environment and distracts everyone fi-omtheir safety related
duties. Due to personal safety concerns, I have rescheduled aU my shifts to avoid being confronted
by him, while alone at the facility.
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NOTICE
/'"
I have been notified by the

TO' RESPONJDE:NT

Fi\A Supervisor of the following:

1. An allegation of misconduct

has been made against me, and the known specifics

explained to me.
2. No determination

of the validity of the allegations has been made ..

3. The allegation will be investigated,
before any determination is made.

and I will have an opporhll1ity to give a statement

4. The FAA informed me that IF I have engaged in the alleged misconduct
immediately.

it must stop

5. I wiII be notified how the allegations will be investigated.
6. I will be notified of the outcome of the inquiry/investigation.
7. lilly questions I have about the process should be directed to the HR Point of Contact

Gwen Marshall, telephone number 310-725-7824.

Date

i)

Supervrsor
. ~/i 9/-'{dj-"
- .
I ~ 'l.,vC-l-.<,.../

Date

@

Exhlbi1t2:~
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVL-'\TION ADNIINISTRATION
CIVIL AVIATION SECURITY
SECURITY
Record

of

AJ<.1DHAZARDOUS

MATERIAL:::; DIVISION

lnterview:

When LEWIS was interviewed on March 23, 2007, he alleged that James Swanson had
played a "Boondocks" cartoon on his lap top computer in the cab on the evening prior to
LEWIS making the racial comment in the workplace. LEWIS alleged that the cartoon had
racial comments and used the "n" word. He stated the he and Mr. Swanson watched the
video for an hour.
On lVlarch 25, 2007, I called James Swanson at the Concord to\ver. I asked him if he had
been watching a cartoon called "Boondocks" in the cab the evening prior to LEWIS
making the racial comment in the workplace. He said he was watching it on his break in
the break room. He described "Boondocks" as an adult cartoon on the cartoon network
and it did contain use of inappropriate racial comments. He said while he was watching it
LEWIS came into the break room and he left it on for a few minutes, He said he then shut
it off due to it's content.
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